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LETTER FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Dear Supporters and Friends,
I am pleased to report that the past year has been
another record-breaker for Young Voices across the
board, marking new highs for article placements,
broadcast interviews, and donations. Young Voices now
averages 54 media placements per month — 37 in print
and 17 in TV/radio. This is a level of output that rivals or
surpasses nonprofits several times our size.
Behind each of these numbers is a talented young writer
who is passionate about liberty. Before enrolling in our
program, many would not have considered a career in
ideas. That’s where Young Voices comes in, opening
doors to a future moving the needle forward for freedom
in policy, journalism, and academia.
To give one example, Daniel Di Martino fled socialist
Venezuela at age 16 after his family’s household income
was devalued to the equivalent of $2 per day. Now
studying in the United States, Daniel has worked with
Young Voices to share his story. Last February, he wrote
a piece for USA Today that quickly went viral, becoming
the most-read article on the website for the week and
appearing in the print edition of America’s mostcirculated newspaper. From there, Young Voices’ public
relations services got Daniel on CNN, Fox News, and
over a dozen TV/radio opportunities in the course of a
month. He is now a highly-sought public speaker, taking
his story about the dangers of socialism on the road.
We plan to cultivate many more rising stars like Daniel,
creating a world where the ideas of liberty are
mainstream. This has only been possible through the
advice and support of allies like yourself. For all you do
for liberty, thank you.
Sincerely,
Casey Given
Executive Director
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OUR MISSION: TO CULTIVATE THE NEXT GENERATION OF THOUGHT
LEADERS FOR LIBERTY IN POLICY, JOURNALISM, AND ACADEMIA

Young Voices’ premier project is our
Contributors Program, providing pro
bono op-ed editing and media
placement services to talented young
writers knowledgeable in the classical
liberal tradition.

After a rigorous application process,
accepted contributors gain access to
Young Voices’ copyediting and public
relations team. Our staff works as
each contributor’s personal
communications team, editing and
pitching his or her work for
publication and TV/radio
opportunities.
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Daniel Di Martino in USA Today: “Venezuela was my
home, and socialism destroyed it. Slowly, it will destroy
America, too.” — Feb 15, 2019
Daniel told his personal story escaping socialist Venezuela
in what would turn out to be the most-read op-ed of the
week for USA Today. The piece went viral and, within days,
Daniel had appeared on Fox News, CNN, Fox Business, i24
News, and multiple national radio shows to discuss it.
.

Molly Davis in WIRED:
“Utah just became a leader in digital privacy”
— March 22, 2019
Molly lays out the digital privacy landscape in the
United States and details how her state is taking the
lead in this brave new work in one of America’s top tech
publications.

Matthew Larosiere on Free The People: “The Right to
Bear 3D Printers” — Feb 9, 2019
In this award-nominated mini documentary, Senior
Contributor Matthew Larosiere joins Matt Kibbe to
demonstrate the function and argument for the legality of
3D-printed guns.

Tom Westgarth in The Telegraph:
“Football clubs should be run like businesses — it’s good for
communities and the sport” — November 27, 2018
Tom is published in The Telegraph’s Refresh section for
young writers, explaining why market incentives are
important for professional sports.
Jerrod Laber in The Independent: “Trump’s Saudi veto is
a disgrace and a danger to America” — April 17, 2019
Jerrod defends Congress’ power of the purse and their
right to refuse funding of military adventurism abroad.
.
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Nolan Gray in City Journal:
“Cities as Labor Markets” — May 6, 2019
Nolan is published in one of America’s most
prestigious urban policy magazines reviewing
Alain Bertaud’s book Order Without Design: How
Markets Shape Cities.

Ryan Khurana on Episode 28 of
"The Glenn Beck Podcast" — March 20, 2019
Tech Policy Fellow Ryan joins Glenn Beck in his
Dallas studio for an hour-long conversation about
the future of innovation and technology.

Matthew Larosiere in Playboy: “What will
happen when people can 3-D print their
own guns?” — July 31, 2018
Senior Fellow Matthew Larosiere stands
up for the First and Second Amendments
in an evolving era of new technology.

John Dale Grover on C-SPAN's
"Washington Journal"— May 25, 2019
John sat in with C-SPAN to discuss Iran,
North Korea and the foreign policy principle
of deterrence.

Brad Polumbo in The Wall Street Journal
"Did Democrats Just Create a Problem with
Soccer Moms and Dads?" — May 20, 2019
Assistant Editor Brad was featured in the
Journal's "Notable & Quotable" section for a
USA Today op-ed he wrote on the proposed
Equality Act's negative implications for
religious liberty.

CONTRIBUTOR & ALUMNI
ENDORSEMENTS

“Young Voices has made me a stronger writer, editor, and
speaker. It has allowed me to join the marketplace of ideas and
advocate for the principles and policies that will make our
country better. I don’t know where I would be without the
expertise and kindness of the Young Voices staff.”
— Amelia Irvine, Georgetown University, Class of 2019

“Three years ago, I applied to join the Young Voices roster on a whim —
I had just stepped away from a life as a performing artist, and I
wanted to fill that gap with something that would be intellectually
satisfying. It was the best professional decision I have ever made. After
some soul-searching, and some expert guidance from the Young Voices
staff, I eventually found my voice as a foreign policy writer and
commentator. I've now published more than 50 articles in various
outlets, and I have appeared many times on both television and radio."
—Jerrod Laber, Fellow, Defense Priorities

“Young Voices introduced me to the media world
and opened the door to opportunities I could
never have imagined. I started out as just a
columnist at my campus newspaper, and because
of Young Voices, ended up getting published in
national outlets and landing interviews on
syndicated TV and radio. The program gave me
invaluable professional experience and helped me
realize that I want to pursue a career as a writer."
—Brad Polumbo, Commentary Editor,

Washington Examiner
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“I have loved being a Young Voices contributor. Aside from
drastically improving my writing, Young Voices has
created opportunities for exposure and growth in my field
that I am so grateful for.”
—Lili Carneglia, Economics Professor, Valencia College

“The editing and training that Young Voices provides gave me
guidance and experience I couldn't find anywhere else. Their advice
for my writing was always constructive and focused on broadening
the reach of my work. Beyond my writing, they also pushed me to
pursue appearances on podcasts and radio that I would never have
approached before. The mentorship I received through Young
Voices supercharged my career path. It's an experience any writer
should pursue.”
—Josh Smith, Research Director, The Center for Growth and
Opportunity at Utah State University

"My time with Young Voices provided me with a
strong skill set in the areas of writing, public
relations, and social media management. Their
incredible public relations and editorial staff taught
me how to write impactful opinion pieces and
amplify my work and personal brand through
media interviews and my social media presence."
—Scott Bledsoe, Communications Associate,
The Pew Charitable Trusts

YOUNG
VOICES
AWARD
In 2018, Young Voices teamed up
with the Reason Foundation to
recognize excellence in pro-liberty
advocacy among writers under 30.
Dubbed the “Young Voices Award,”
our two organizations selected three
finalists nominated by our donors
and partners. In May 2019, we were
proud to once again give away the
Young Voices Award thanks to
support from the Atlas Network.

The winner was Molly Davis, a policy analyst at the Utahbased Libertas Institute. Molly has made a name for herself
as an advocate of criminal justice reform and digital rights
in the Beehive State. Young Voices has successfully placed
her in notable outlets including WIRED , The Hill, and Free
The People with Matt Kibbe. We plan to give away the
Young Voices Award for years to come, recognizing the
best and brightest the liberty movement has to offer.

FALL POLICY
FELLOWSHIPS
In the fall of 2018, Young Voices launched a
policy fellowship with a focus on
technology, selecting five contributors to
make a positive case for innovation. Each
fellow was paired with an expert at think
tanks like the Cato Institute and the
Competitive Enterprise Institute with the
expectation of producing op-eds and
making TV/radio appearances defending
21st-century entrepreneurs. The program
resulted in multiple media hits at notable
media outlets including The Hill, The Orange

County Register, and RealClearPolicy.
Young Voices plans to build upon the
success of our Tech Policy Fellowship by
launching a blitz of four fellowships this fall.
12 Young Voices contributors will be
selected for four fellowships on foreign
policy, education, tech, and consumer
choice. We plan to continue honing our
pipeline of policy talent to develop the proliberty policy scholars of tomorrow.
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Financial Information
June 1, 2018 - May 31, 2019

Individuals
16.6%

Corporations
33.5%

Donations
Total:
367,945

Foundations
49.9%

Corporations: 123,308
Foundations: 183,681
Individuals: 60,956
Total: 367,945

Our Staff
Casey Given, Executive Director
Emma Ayers, Managing Editor
Barrett Gay, Assistant Editor
Stephen Kent, PR Manager

Financial Information
June 1, 2018 - May 31, 2019

Development
18.4%

Expenses
Total:

Operations
13.7%

278,934

Programs
67.9%

Our Board of Directors
Jared Meyer, President
Scott Barbee, Vice President
Casey Given, Treasurer
Fred Roeder, Secretary
Dan Grossman

Development: 51,308
Operations: 38,223
Programs: 189,404
Total: 278,934

Thank you to
our supporters
You make all of this possible

Make a taxdeductible
contribution at:

www.young-voices.com/donate

